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C

anada elected a new Liberal majority

au premier ministre désigné Justin Trudeau

government under Prime Minister-

ainsi qu’au nouveau gouvernement libéral

designate Justin Trudeau, in what has

mes meilleurs sentiments pour tous les

proven to be a truly historic election – one

grands défis auxquels ils feront face. Gou-

that was the longest of its kind in recent

verner un magnifique pays démocratique

memory, with a 68.5 percent voter turnout

comme le Canada est en effet un grand

that was the highest since 1993, and result-

privilège!

ing in a massive sweep of the Liberal Party
that saw the number of its seats grow from
34 to 184. The scale of the Liberal victory is
impressive, and all members should be commended for a fine and ultimately successful

Nous avons appris de plusieurs sources
que le nouveau gouvernement libéral a
déjà informé les Américains que le Canada
arrêtera son implication dans le combat
aérien en Syrie et en Irak, pour favoriser

the Canadian Armed Forces. Supported

plutôt l’entraînement et l’aide humanitaire.

and informed by the tremendous research

Peu importe les avantages ou désavantages

and analysis work done by the CDA Insti-

potentiels de cette décision, je crois que ce

tute, we will work with the new government

De plus, il faut remercier le premier

changement devrait être fait avec beaucoup

to that end. We also look forward to wel-

ministre sortant, le très honorable Stephen

de prudence afin de minimiser son impact

come the new Prime Minister at the CDA

Harper, et le gouvernement conservateur,

sur la coalition contre l’État Islamique et

and CDA Institute Ottawa Conference on

qui ont gouverné le pays pendant une dé-

pour s’assurer de la coopération continue

Security and Defence, 18-19 February 2016.

cennie difficile comprenant plusieurs évène-

avec nos alliés, surtout les États-Unis.

campaign – and so too should all the parties
and candidates (successful or not) for their
crucial role in our democratic process.

ments marquants incluant la campagne
en Afghanistan ainsi que le retour de nos
troupes, la crise économique mondiale de
2008, la mission contre l’État Islamique en
Syrie et en Irak, et les problèmes complexe
en Ukraine. J’aimerais souhaiter également
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The CDA Institute continues to be very

The Conference of Defence Associations

busy, remaining extensively engaged in mat-

(CDA) continues to advocate the creation

ters of security and defence. Among several

of a national policy that would address

successful events, we were privileged to host

Canada’s security and defence requirements

the new CDS at a Roundtable shortly after

in a comprehensive and credible manner,

his appointment, and held a very successful

with adequate funding and capabilities for

high-level workshop on “Climate Change,
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Security and Defence” on 16
September 2015, which featured The Honourable Lloyd
Axworthy, former Minister of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade; R. Andreas
Kraemer, founder of the
Ecologic Institute in Berlin;
and Chancellor’s Professor
Michael Brklacich from Carleton University. This resulted
in a CDA Institute Analysis,
which included the Welcome
Remarks by CDA Institute

CDA Institute President Major-General Daniel Gosselin (Ret’d) with the winning presenters of the 18th Graduate Student Symposium.
L-R: Harris Stephenson, Rebecca Jensen, MGen Gosselin (Ret’d), Lauren Cardinal, and Raphaël Leduc. (Image courtesy of 45eNord.)

Executive Vice-President Ferry

F-35 fighter aircraft to naval procurement

Lauren Cardinal (3rd prize), and Harris

de Kerckhove, who moderated this event,

challenges.

Stephensen (RCMI award). A summary of

and a summary of the discussion by Analyst
Ariel Shapiro.

Much of this material has been collected on
a single page on our website, which will be

the event will be made available shortly and
posted to our website.

We have also paid close attention to the fed-

updated with additional material aimed at

Last, but certainly not least, we are on the

eral election itself, and were pleased to pub-

the incoming government.

cusp of the CDA Institute’s Vimy Award

lish original commentaries providing much

25th Anniversary Gala Dinner, which will

needed context and insight on Canadian

The CDA Institute also held the well-

security and defence issues. Research Fellow

attended 18th Annual Graduate Student

Chuck Davies published a well-received

Symposium on 15 – 16 October 2015 at

CDA Institute Analysis offering advice to the

the Royal Military College of Canada in

various political parties on defence policy-

Kingston. This highly successful event drew

making, which will soon be followed by

a large audience of over 140 registrants,

another paper offering advice to incoming

including MA and PhD students from

Parliamentarians. Moreover, the new issue

across Canada and abroad, and featured

of ON TRACK was released just prior to

guest speakers, such as Brigadier-General

Seats are filling up fast, so I urge you to

the election, and featured a wide range of

Chris Ford (Ret’d), Dr. John Scott Cowan,

contact Denise Lemay at (613) 290‑6198

insightful articles offering advice to the new

Lieutenant-General Stephen Bowes, and

or denise.lemay@cdainstitute.ca to reserve

government. Lastly, we published numer-

Lieutenant-General Christine Whitecross.

yours today.

ous original commentaries on our Blog:

It is also with pleasure that I announce the

The Forum, which explored critical issues

three winners of this event: Raphaël Leduc

under debate in this election – from the

(1st prize), Rebecca Jensen (2nd prize),

CDA/CDA Institute

take place at the Canadian War Museum
on 6 November 2015. Make sure you get a
copy of our special commemorative book,
The Vimy Award 25 Years with a Companion
History of the Conference of Defence Associations Institute, which will be released and
available for purchase at this event.
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ON TRACK – FALL 2015
We are pleased to begin this issue

search Fellow, provides a retrospec-

with an Editorial by CDA Insti-

tive look at the Canadian mission

tute Board Member Vice-Admiral

in Afghanistan. A different take on

Drew Robertson (Ret’d), who ex-

this issue is explored by Dr. Craig

plores the role of national interests

Mantle, also a Research Fellow at

in any future Canadian defence

the CDA Institute, who explores

policy.

how war art – and particularly the
works of artist Gertrude Kearns –

To explore gender integration

will likely influence the memory of

in the Canadian Armed Forces

the Afghan mission.

(CAF), which has become a critical
issue following the release of the

The final three articles in this issue

Deschamps report, we are delight-

explore the future direction of

ed to have an article by Dr. Stéfanie

Canadian defence policy. The first

von Hlatky at Queen’s University

article is by Dr. Rob Huebert at the

and Dr. Christian Leuprecht from

University of Calgary, who looks at

the Royal Military College of

perspective on the possible future direc-

Canada (RMCC) in Kingston.

tion of Canadian-Australian relations.

Canada-US strategic relationship. The

He is followed by Dave Beitelman, a PhD

second, written by Brigadier-General

candidate at Dalhousie University, who

Dr. Jim Cox (Ret’d), looks at the guid-

questions the effectiveness and wisdom

ing questions that should inform a new

of Canada’s response to China’s rise.

government’s defence policy review. In

Among the Conservative government’s
more controversial initiatives has been
on counterterrorism, as reflected in the
ongoing debate on Bill C-51. The critical

the changing nature of the critical

the concluding article, Dr. Jim Fergusson

role of intelligence in Canada’s coun-

Given concerns about Russia’s increasing

terterrorism policy is examined in this

at the University of Manitoba raises some

belligerence and recent action in Crimea

issue by Dr. Jez Littlewood at Carleton

important questions on the ultimate ef-

and Ukraine, we are fortunate to have

University.

fectiveness of any putative defence white

Dr. Alexander Moens from Simon Fraser

paper or policy review.

With the exception of Canada’s role in
the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotia-

University discuss the continued importance of the NATO Alliance in this issue.

This issue concludes with books reviews
by Lindsay Coombs, a CDA Institute

tions, political parties of all stripes have

Canada certainly has a long and very

had very little to say about strategic

Analyst; Meaghan Hobman, Administra-

close history with NATO, perhaps most

developments in the Asia-Pacific this

tion and Public Relations Manager at the

recently demonstrated by its role in the

past election. To shed more light on these

CDA Institute; and political and defence

NATO-led mission in Afghanistan. Dr.

issues, Dr. John Blaxland at Australian

analyst Adnan Qaiser.

Howard Coombs at the RMCC Kingston,

National University, offers a historical

alongside being a CDA Institute Re-

CDA/CDA Institute

Click here to read the entire issue.
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T H E V I M Y AWA R D
25th ANNIVERSARY
GALA DINNER
November 6, 2015
Canadian War Museum
1800 Reception
1900 dinner

seat: $300 | table: $3000 | corporate table: $5000
Please contact denise lemay at
(613) 290-6198 or denise.lemay@cdainstitute.ca

THE WALK FOR REMEMBRANCE AND PEACE –
RETRACING THE STEPS OF THE 1ST CANADIAN
DIVISION IN SICILY
SPECIAL FEATURE – BY ALEXANDRE LÉGER
You may recall hundreds of Canadians, sol-

to walk across Sicily. Lieutenant Thomas

to Assoro, Leonforte, Nissoria, Agira, Re-

diers and civilians alike, travelled to Sicily

Plamondon of the 3e Bataillon Royal 22e

galbuto, Catenanuova, Centruripe, all the

as part of Operation Husky 2013. Ceremo-

Régiment and Sergeant Julie Lehoux of

way to Adrano. Once on the ground, we

nies commemorated the sacrifice of our

the Logistics Branch (Royal Canadian Air

got a sense of what Canadian soldiers must

soldiers 70 years earlier to the day; marches

Force) used their annual leave to participate

have faced in 1943, dealing with the scorch-

from town to town retraced the steps of the

in the march. Reservists, Corporal Francois

ing heat, hiking the mountainous terrain,

1st Canadian Division from their initial

Paquette of the 34 Combat Engineer Regi-

and seeing the routes for the first time on

landing in Pachino to Adrano; and white

ment and Leading Seaman Gabrielle Cami-

foot. Soldier skills were brought to the

pickets with the names of Canada’s war

rand of HMCS Radisson, took time off

forefront as members of the group applied

dead were planted in towns and across the

from their respective civilian occupations

innovative solutions to improve security for

countryside. What you may not have heard

to volunteer their time. Former Senator

the segments of the walks along high traffic

about is the new chapter of this story of

(and Honorary Sapper) The Honourable

roads; everyone ensured the wellbeing of

commemoration and remembrance which

Consiglio Di Nino and entrepreneur Bev-

their fellow marchers, and Corporal Pa-

unfolded this past July on the backroads

erly Topping joined the group as marchers.

quette recced safe backroads and mapped

and hilltops of Sicily.

Bob Bradbury was there to help with logis-

out new routes.

Canada Company brought 10 Canadians to
walk the roads of Sicily to keep the memory
the Italian campaign alive. The long term
aim is to create a well-trodden path from
town to town so that Canadians may be
able to someday take it upon themselves to
retrace the steps of the 1st Canadian Divi-

tics and David Lewis Sternfeld, the official
camera man, went along for the adventure
to capture the challenging and crowning
moments of what was to be a memorable
march. I participated as Canada Company’s piper for the many ceremonies, but I
joined along for the marches as well.

During the walks, we saw beautiful scenery
through a tourist’s eye, knowing that a
delicious meal (usually involving fresh
ricotta and savory pastas) and a comfy bed
awaited us at the end of the walk. However,
we could not help but also see the country
side as the location of battles and hard-

sion. Steve Gregory, the organizer of the

And so, this group of 10 Canadians depart-

ships past, where Canadians soldiered on

project, worked tirelessly with enthusiastic

ed on 19 July 2015, on a 14 day adventure

through the heat not knowing when their

collaborators from both the military and

to be entitled “La marcia per il Ricordo e

next rest would be.

the business community to bring a group of

la Pace – the Walk for Remembrance and

marchers overseas this past summer.

Peace.”

Four serving members of the 2nd Canadian

The Walk

Division, representing all components of
the Canadian Armed Forces, volunteered

CDA/CDA Institute

Starting in Piazza Armerina the march
travelled over 200km through Valguarnera

The most challenging walk was the 36km
from Valguarnera to the top of Assoro,
at 850m in elevation. The steep climb,
the heat, a freak thundershower, and the
sheer distance of this second walk pushed
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paign and pay our respects to the fallen.
The first stop was the Monte Cassino
Commonwealth Cemetery, where 4,271
servicemen are buried or commemorated
– 852 of which are Canadian. For some in
the group, this was their first visit to a military cemetery overseas. It was a moving
experience for all.
At the cemetery we met with Professor
Gianni Blasi, a local military historian, who
The dirt road between Catenanuova to Centuripe. (Image courtesy of Alexandre Léger)

the group physically, but also brought the

– were a wealth of local knowledge on the

marchers closer together. Ongoing words

Second World War and Sicily’s history of

of encouragement to continue-on and tak-

foreign occupation by the Greeks, Romans,

ing the time to accomplish the final climb

Arabs and Normans. Not only did they

as a group served to form a tightknit group

identify the locations of skirmishes, they

of marchers.

showed us how to eat fresh almonds off

You must remember that this group only
came together at Fiumicino Airport in
Rome days before. Once at the top of
Assoro, the group held a small ceremony.

trees, what plants to use as bug repellent
and a series of caves used by local farmers
for centuries to hide livestock during bad
weather.

A minute of silence was observed and

Throughout our walks, we came across

a lament was played in the memory of

some of the white pickets with the names

the members of the Hastings and Prince

of fallen Canadian soldiers. When Sicilians

Edward Regiment who scaled and captured

would learn that we are Canadians and that

the top of Assoro in the dead of night, and

we were on a walk for remembrance, they

held it against German counter attacks.

gave us directions to where pickets were

The most memorable walk by far was from
Catenanuova to Centuripe. We were joined
by three local Sicilians who took the group
via an alternate backroad – the same path
the Canadians used on the approach to
Centuripe, in 1943. The three older gentlemen – one gentleman was 81 years old

CDA/CDA Institute

planted in 2013, crystallising in our minds
that our presence would indeed have a lasting impact in the local communal memory.

For Remembrance

explained to us the role of the Canadians
who fought in the surrounding hills. It was
in the shadow of Monte La Difensa that
he told us of the feats of the First Special
Service Force – the famous Devil’s Brigade
– in taking that hill. We continued with a
tour of the Hitler Line and the river Melfa.
From a lookout in Pontecorvo, we could see
the river from the German’s vantage point.
Hearing the stories is one thing, but getting
a sense of the terrain in person opens a
new window into what the soldiers were up
against.
At the lookout stands a monument as a well
as a consecrated gun. This was our first
exposure to the many Canada Company
initiatives in Italy. The gun was refurbished
by the Canada Company, with the help of
Veterans Affairs Canada, and parts sourced
thanks to a network of Canadian business
people. One such Canadian, Ralf Chiodo,
was behind the donation of the tires for the
gun at Pontecorvo. He also demonstrated

Before reaching Sicily we had the opportu-

his support to the group, especially the

nity to learn about the Canadian contribu-

serving members of the forces, by hosting

tion to the latter part of the Italian cam-

us at his beach house one evening, as we
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made our way down the
coast.
Two small ceremonies were
held at Torrice Cross, The
first was the unveiling of a
monument for four men of
the Royal Canadian Army
Service Corps: Mert Massey,
Paul Hagen, Doug Walker
and Lloyd (Red) Oliver.
These soldiers saved a five
year old Italian boy and
adopted him during the
campaign. In attendance
at that ceremony was an
elderly man, Gino FarnettiBragaglia, who was the young

A ceremony at Torrice Cross. L-R: Prof. Gianni Blasi, Leading Seaman Gabrielle Camirand, Sergeant Julie Lehoux, Corporal Francois Paquette,
Lieutenant Thomas Plamondon and Alexandre Léger. (Image courtesy of David Lewis Sternfeld)

boy in question. The second

this museum, telling the story of the allied

Throughout our stay we held a number of

ceremony commemorated the fighting

landing in Sicily, the 1st Canadian Division

ceremonies, laying over 12 wreaths at battle

which took place at Torrice Cross. One

is slowly but surely starting to take its place

sites and war monuments. At the end of

local historian, Professor Paolo Sbarbada,

in the history books thanks to the Canada

every walk the group laid a wreath marked

explained how four Canadian tanks were

Company and its many friends in Italy.

“Canada” at each town’s war memorial, we

destroyed at that crossroads and showed us

While there was once no mention of the

observed a “momento di silenzio” and a

the exact locations where they ground to

Canadians in the museum, now a display

lament was played. In Raddusa, a full band

a halt. Meeting Gino and learning of the

showcases original Canadian uniforms and

met us on our arrival. In Catenanuova, we

Canadian tanks proved to be a unique op-

the shoulder patches of every unit which

found a plaque dedicated to the “Vandoos”

portunity to connect with the past. Further

served in the campaign.

and, on the road to Assoro, we saw one of

connection came with the ceremony held
in Frosinone, as a monument is built in

We continued to Pachino where we held

the bridges built by the combat engineers.

two ceremonies, one at the monument to

Closing our series of ceremonies were two

the 1st Canadian Division and a second

events in Agira. On the night of July 30th,

at the beach where the Royal Canadian

I had the opportunity to play a number of

Regiment landed. We were welcomed

sets for the main piazza in the same place

by friends of the Canada Company and a

where the Pipes and Drums of the Seaforth

group of Second World War reenactors,

Highlanders of Canada played in 1943

Once we arrived in Sicily, our first stop

who are bringing Italy’s past to the forefront

and again in commemoration in 2013.

was the Catania Museo Dello Sbarco. In

in their own unique way.

The crowd appreciated the concert and

the exact location where the first Canadian
soldier was killed entering the town. It is a
completely and utterly humbling feeling to
hold a minute of silence in the exact spot
where a Canadian soldier was killed.

CDA/CDA Institute
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The piper playing at the Cassino War Cemetery. (Image courtesy of David Lewis Sternfeld)

cheered when I played the Italian national

this past July, this project serves to ensure

anthem on the bagpipes. The next morn-

that remembrance of Operation Husky re-

ing, a well-attended ceremony was held

mains timeless for Canadians and Italians.

at the Canadian War Cemetery at Agira,

It helps to foster discussions in our time of

where 484 soldiers and airmen are buried.

peace while reflecting upon past sacrifice.

It was clear that we are not the only people
commemorating the soldiers laid to rest
there, as Canadian flags were found at a
number of graves, which were not planted
by our group. We also found a number of
mementos, painted rocks and plasticised
pictures, placed by family members during
the ceremony held in 2013.

And Peace
Beyond the individual momentary acts of
commemoration held during our travels

CDA/CDA Institute

their stories with us.
Lasting remembrance is most importantly fostered by the many discussions
which will be generated by this “Walk for
Remembrance and Peace” as the marchers

This peace can be found in the bonds of

return to their families and friends and

friendship forged during this trip between

tell them of what they heard about, saw

our group of 10 Canadians and the many

and felt while in Italy. The members of the

Italians we met throughout our travels. The

2nd Canadian Division will return to their

memory of the fallen is maintained and

units having seen where battle honours

fostered thanks to the work of our local

were won and where their comrades in

contacts Gaetano Catalano, Carmella Pa-

arms are buried. In my own personal

gana, Rosalba Scifo and Colonel Salvatore

experience, this adventure has led to many

Raimondo, our new friendships with the

conversations with friends and colleagues.

reenactors and our chance encounters with

I learned for the first time about how some

Sicilians who lived through the war, re-

of their family members, who served dur-

member the Canadian soldiers and shared

ing the war in Italy, some who survived

8

and told them of
their experience
there. Others, I
came to find out,
are buried in the
cemeteries where I
played.
Beyond this fleeting
notion of peace,
the 2015 “Walk
for Remembrance
and Peace” accomplished a number
of milestones which
will ensure that Italians will continue

The view from the top of Agira overlooking the ruins of a Arab–Byzantine castle. The battle for Agira was the costliest in the Sicilian campaign. (Image
courtesy of Alexandre Léger)

to remember the

kilometer of busy switchback highway, on

sacrifice of Canadian soldiers and that

the immediate approach to the town. Our

future marchers will have the opportunity

walks and the improved routes charted by

to live an even better experience than the

Corporal Paquette will ensure evermore

one our group had great fortune to share

scenic and safer walks in the future. The

together.

paths will be available thanks to informa-

The city of Piazza Armerina has signed a

tion panels, 19 of which have been placed

Acknowledgements
Sincere thanks go to the many supporters
of the Canada Company for making this
project possible, especially Ian Murray and
Terry Short from the Mortgage Center,
in Newfoundland and Labrador, for their

in towns liberated by Canadians in Sicily.

generous donation. Of course, a great deal

ment of a small park to Canadians and the

The planning of the 2016 Walk for Remem-

this project. n

town of Nissoria will be building a monu-

brance and Peace is currently underway to

ment listing the names of those who died in

send a new group of Canadian marchers

the battle for the town.

next July. The goal will be to complete the

letter of intent to undertake the develop-

The mayors of Nissoria, Leonforte,
Regalbuto, Catenanuova and Centuripe
along with a committee of their citizens
have agreed to help us mark a number of
our walking paths. The Mayor of Adrano
offered to help find a way to circumvent

marking of the paths during the walks,
so that groups may follow that route in
the future. If you are interested to learn
more about this Canada Company project,

of thanks goes to Steve Gregory for leading

Alexandre Léger was a volunteer with the
Canada Company, serving as the bagpiper
for the 2015 walk in Sicily. He is a Master
Corporal in the Pipes and Drums of the
Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa (Duke of
Edinburgh’s Own)

you are invited to contact Steve Gregory
(steve@isaix.com).

the most dangerous part of the walk, a

CDA/CDA Institute
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LE DÎNER GALA DU
25ième ANNIVERSAIRE
DU PRIX VIMY
6 novembre 2015
Musée canadien de la guerre
réception 18h
dîner 19h

une place: 300 $ | table: 3000 $ | table d’entreprise: 5000 $
S.v.p contactez denise lemay au
(613) 290-6198 ou à denise.lemay@cdainstitute.ca

THE LIBERAL PARTY COMMITMENT ON
DEFENCE: “ZERO F-35s”
SELECTED FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Research Fellow Chuck Da-

considered are all late in their production

vies examines the Liberal Party’s proposal

cycles and have more mature technolo-

to cut Canada’s involvement in the F-35

gies with certainly some, but clearly lim-

program. This piece was first published

ited, opportunity for Canadian industry

(with hyperlinks) on the CDA Institute

participation in their further develop-

Blog: The Forum (23 September 2015).

ment:

The Liberal Party’s weekend commitment

• The F/A-18 E/F Super Hornet entered

stands out as it will unquestionably see

to terminate Canada’s involvement in the

service in 1999, with its technology roots

the production of over 1,500 convention-

F-35 program and exclude the aircraft

deriving from the original F/A-18 Hornet

al take-off and landing A Models (and

from any future procurement process

which first flew in 1978;

likely well over 2,000) before production

inevitably leads the thoughtful observer
to George Santayana’s dictum: “Those
who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” Although the
current situation is different in important
respects, it is hard not to see shadows
of Jean Chrétien’s famous “zero helicopters” statement in the 1993 election. As

• The JAS 39 Gripen E/F is a current upgrade to the original model that entered
service in 1999; and
• The Rafale entered service in 2001, and
continues to be upgraded with a view to
extending its service life to 2040 or later.

mind.
Canada can certainly extract its traditional dollar-for-dollar industrial benefits
from any of the contenders, but getting
enduring value from them is another
matter. In that respect, the F-35 program

eventually ceases. Another 500+ of the
B and C Models will also be built. As a
partner nation in the aircraft’s development, Canada currently has privileged
access to contracts for the production
and lifetime support of the global fleet,
which it would largely lose by leaving the
program. As current contracts expire,

the fallout from that showed, abandon-

This means two things: these aircraft will

other purchasing nations will pick them

ing any program carries costs that may

become obsolete and require replacement

up.

or may not be offset by the hoped-for

earlier than the F-35; and they offer mea-

benefits.

surably less opportunity for Canadian

I will leave it to others to comment on
the operational impact on the Canadian
Armed Forces and confine myself here
to other aspects. From an industrial
perspective, the F-35 program is fielding new, leading-edge technology in
aerospace, software, hardware, sensor,
materials, systems integration, and other
disciplines. The other aircraft being

CDA/CDA Institute

industry to gain access to new, exploitable advanced technologies. Industrial
benefits will be largely related to the
small number of aircraft purchased by
Canada, supplemented by more generic
offsets that may or may not include commitments to high-value work in other
areas. Past cases where maple syrup sales
were deemed to meet Industrial Regional
Benefit commitments inevitably come to

None of the alternative aircraft will come
close to these production numbers, and
most that are going to be built have
already been delivered. The Super Hornet
will end production in two or three years
at well under 1,000 aircraft. Production
of the Gripen and the Rafale will not exceed a few hundred each, including those
built in countries under license where
there is little opportunity for Canadian
involvement.
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Consequently, at both the qualitative and

that withdrawing from the F-35 program

not evident in the numbers presented.

quantitative levels, the F-35 program of-

would free up significant funding for

According to my CDA Institute colleague

fers Canadian aerospace and technology

redirection towards other defence needs.

Richard Shimooka, when all relevant

companies far greater opportunities for

Clearly, the Party has fallen into the same

costs are factored in for both aircraft, a

technology adoption, exploitation, and

cost numbers trap it (and others) pil-

Super Hornet delivered near the end of

long-term corporate growth than any of

loried the Conservative government for

production in 2017 or 2018 will have a

the other candidates. While the Conser-

walking into before. For example, unlike

“fly-away” cost of between $75M and

vative Party’s claim that the Liberal plan

the F-35, which is operating under its

$85M, while the equivalent cost for an F-

would “crater” the Canadian aerospace

own procurement framework, the Super

35 delivered in Canada’s provisional 2020

industry certainly overstates the case, it

Hornet will undoubtedly have to be pur-

production window is currently forecast

is a fact that walking away from the F-

chased through the US Foreign Military

to be $77M.

35 program has distinct echoes, though

Sales process, which adds a 30 percent

clearly at a different level of magnitude,

administrative fee to the aircraft price.

of the 1959 Avro Arrow cancellation.

Significant additional costs for essential

Turning to cost, the Liberal Party claims

equipment such as external fuel tanks,
pylons, sensor pods and so on are also

“Fly-away” costs, however, do not reflect
full program costs. A cursory analysis of
the many published independent analyses of Canada’s fighter program, and the

During the election, the Liberal Party has promised to cut Canada’s involvement in the F-35 program for cost-saving purposes. (Image courtesy of Lockheed Martin.)

CDA/CDA Institute
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findings of the Parliamentary Budget

high ground on the fighter replacement

selectively filtering for information that

Officer and Auditor General, reveals

program. The Conservative government’s

supports a short-term political aim. The

that regardless of the aircraft selected

political management of the fighter

Liberal Party did both in 1993, at great

it will cost about $1B a year over its life

aircraft file has been, frankly, inept. But

financial cost to the nation, significant

to acquire and maintain a viable fighter

the Opposition parties have been no

operational cost to the Canadian Armed

capability. By far the greatest cost is in

less so in their partisan criticisms of the

Forces (still being felt today), and some

sustaining and operating the aircraft, not

program. They have clearly forgotten past

political cost to the Party for a number of

its purchase price.

history, where virtually every advanced

years thereafter.

As a result of the political storm over the
current government’s initial decision to
buy the F-35, a clearly defined program
costing framework has been agreed by
Officers of Parliament, Parliamentarians,

defence system development program in
the Western world over the past 50 years
has experienced challenges in meeting
cost, schedule, and performance expectations.

All political parties would do well to
think carefully before making superficially analyzed and consequently poorly
considered commitments on defence
acquisitions in the heat of an election.

and the government. It would have been

Given the costs involved, political and

History shows that there are far greater

wiser for the Liberal Party to use the

public debates about these programs

short-term and long-term downside risks

same framework in providing costs for its

have become de rigueur, but unfortu-

to parties (not to mention the nation)

campaign commitment. The agreed basic

nately these are not always well-informed

than any possible campaign boost that

cost model for the F-35 program shows

and are occasionally even deliberately

might be hoped for. n

that Canada’s contribution to develop-

misinformed. This was the case with the

ment costs would only represent 1 per-

F/A-18, which Canada acquired as the

cent of total cost, aircraft acquisition 21

CF-18, and it is happening now with

percent, and sustainment and operations

the F-35. What tends to be forgotten is

28 percent and 49 percent respectively.

the fact that, in the end, most program

It further needs to be recognized that the
life cycle costs of the F-35 have continued
to trend down, as the engineering design
is refined. There are also clear indications

issues do ultimately get resolved, costs
are contained, and in the great majority
of cases the system performs well over its
planned life.

that its operating costs will be lower than

In this context, the great risk to political

the legacy aircraft it is replacing. The po-

parties is in failing to look critically at

tential for further improvement remains

the information and misinformation that

also high, raising more doubts that an

swirls around any large complex defence

objective like-versus-like analysis would

program, and making sure they have a

show the cost of ownership of the Super

valid understanding of what is fact and

Hornet to be materially less that the F-35.

what is fiction. An even greater risk lies

No political party can claim the moral

CDA/CDA Institute

Colonel Charles Davies (Ret’d) is a CDA
Institute Research Fellow and a former Logistics officer who served for four years as
the strategic planning director for the Material Group of the Department of National
Defence and three years as the senior director responsible for material acquisition and
support policy in the department.

in making rash decisions based on inaccurate or incomplete information, or in
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F-35 VS. SUPER HORNET
SELECTED FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute guest contributor Jeff Collins, a doctoral candidate at Carleton
University, compares the capabilities of
the F-35 and Super Hornet, in light of the
Liberal Party’s defence platform. This piece
was first published (with hyperlinks) in
the CDA Institute Blog: The Forum (28
September 2015).
After a long quiet spell, the F-35 was back
in the news again last week when the
federal Liberal Party released its defence
platform on 20 September. The most
prominent item among its three pages of

The Liberal defence platform has shown interest in the Super Hornet, pictured above. (Image courtesy of Pool/Yonhap
New.)

the cash the Conservatives allocated to

not reflect Canada’s interests, such as

the CF-18 replacement project and use

first-strike stealth capabilities.” With the

it to cover the funding gaps in the Royal

Super Hornet as its example, it is claimed

Canadian Navy’s (RCN) fleet recapitaliza-

that an open competition can get the

tion plans. It is hard to disagree with the

Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) a new

rationale of this approach. As it stands

fighter at less than half of the flyaway cost

now, inflation has chipped away at the

of an F-35, $65 million versus $170–180

While the platform stressed that the Su-

funding envelopes for the Arctic Off-

million, respectively.

per Hornet was only there for compari-

shore Patrol Ship, Joint Support Ship, and

son purposes, it is unlikely that this was

Canadian Combatant Surface projects.

coincidental; the aircraft has been touted

Without an injections of cash soon, the

in the press for some time as a likely

RCN will likely end up with fewer ships

contender for replacing the country’s 77 –

with less capabilities. Hardly ideal.

policy prescriptions was the promise to
not purchase the F-35 and, instead, opt
for a cheaper alternative. Tellingly, the
example the Liberals used to illustrate the
benefits of an open competition was Boeing’s F/A-18 Super Hornet.

soon to be 65 – aging CF-18s should the
federal government reopen the tendering process. But first, it is worth noting
the two reasons the Liberals give for
excluding Lockheed Martin’s Joint Strike
Fighter (JSF).
First, they want to the remove some of

CDA/CDA Institute

Leaving aside the issue of sustainable acquisition funding for the RCN, it is worth
evaluating the idea of whether ditching
the F-35 in favour of the Super Hornet is
a sensible solution to Canada’s fighter air-

Second, the Liberals want to see any CF-

craft requirement. The ‘less money equals

18 replacement jet be chosen through

more jets’ proposition is attractive given

a “truly open and transparent competi-

the general public confusion surrounding

tion.” Emphasizing that the primary

exactly how much the F-35 will cost tax-

mission of the Canadian Armed Forces is

payers, and whether its intended capabili-

the defence of the continent, the platform

ties are what the RCAF needs to fulfill its

proceeds to state that the new competi-

domestic and international roles. Conse-

tion will exclude “requirements that do

quently, it is within this context that the
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Super Hornet is posited, by some, as a

Similarly, lost in the Australian compari-

the single-engine F-35. Norway, popula-

low-cost, effective option.

son is the reason why Canberra pur-

tion five million, stands by their plan

chased the Super Hornet: not to replace

to buy 52 F-35s and have taken steps

the older F-18 fleet but to fill the void left

to modify the jets so that they deploy a

by the retirement of the F-111 long-range

drag chute allowing for quick decelera-

strike aircraft. Canberra is still planning

tion. This gives the Norwegian F-35s the

to acquire up to 72 F-35s to replace its

capability to land on that country’s short,

F-18 fleet with options for another 28.

Arctic runways.

Defence critic Michael Byers, for example, has been one of the more prominent champions of the Super Hornet.
He writes that the Super Hornet offers
Canada: (1) low sustainment costs – half
of that of an F-35; (2) twin engines – so
it can effectively and safely patrol the
northern half of the continent; (3) ease of
training – given the familiarity between
it and the existing CF-18 fleet; and (4)
the ability to provide the RCAF with

The same applies to the U.S. Navy, who
are also intent on buying another two-to-
three dozen Super Hornets “in order to
have enough aircraft to meet missions as
the service awaits the F-35.”

Similarly, the F-35’s much publicly
maligned technology suite is still seen by
many of the jets’ purchasers as a critical
component for future air force activities.
Canada’s CF-18s may be involved in air

a two decade window in order to best

On the issue of sustainment costs, Boe-

patrols and targeting unconventional

decide whether to opt for a new fleet

ing’s production line in St. Louis, Mis-

forces today but the international secu-

of manned aircraft or unmanned aerial

souri is set to close by the end of 2017.

rity environment is highly fluid. There

vehicles. Outside of these more technical

The company requires orders of at least

is no way of knowing what our future

points, Byers argues that the F-35 is not

two aircraft a month to make production

challenges will be. That’s why Norway

suited for the missions Canada engages

viable. While a possible decision by Ku-

sees the F-35’s improved situational

in, which he argues are chiefly air patrols

wait to buy 40 Super Hornets will give the

awareness and low-radar visibility as a

and bombing operations against weak

factory a boost, the ability of the RCAF

force multiplier in countering Russian

or non-existent air defence protected

to hypothetically access decades’ worth of

activities in that country’s north. Thus, in

targets.

spare parts and support will diminish as

the end, if Canada opts out of the F-35 we

more and more Super Hornets are retired

should at least be clear-eyed as to what

from service and replaced with F-35s.

the trade-offs are and what we want our

Super Hornet advocates frequently cite
Australia as a country worth emulating,

air force to do. Even saving dollars comes

given their purchase of 24 Super Hornets

Regarding the reliability of a single-en-

in 2010. But, as the National Post re-

gine fighter, contemporary jet propulsion

ported in 2012, the Aussie Super Hornets

technology is of such advanced stage

Jeffrey F. Collins is a PhD Political Science

are hardly a bargain. At a cost of C$5.1

that a single-engine fighter is more than

student at Carleton University and co-edi-

billion for both acquisition ($3.67 billion)

capable of meeting Canadian needs. In

tor of the book, Reassessing the Revolu-

and 10 years of sustainment ($1.43 bil-

fact, the issue of twin-engines was not

tion in Military Affairs: Transformation,

lion), Canberra will pay roughly $212.5

a decisive factor in the selection of the

Evolution and Lessons Learnt (Palgrave

million per jet. Meanwhile, Ottawa’s pro-

CF-18 in the 1980. Moreover, allies with

MacMillian, 2015).

jected cost for 65 F-35s, based on 20 years

similar operating constraints as Canada

of sustainment, is $249 million per jet.

have not been deterred from purchasing

CDA/CDA Institute

with a cost. n
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THAT SINKING FEELING: INFLATION AND THE
NATIONAL SHIPBUILDING PROCUREMENT
STRATEGY
SELECTED FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute guest contributor Ryan Dean,

our southern neighbour in sustaining this

replenishment vessels with construction

a PhD candidate at the University of Calgary,

strategic industry.

beginning in 2016 and deliveries scheduled

offers a reminder on the dangers of inflation
in Canada’s defence procurement efforts. The
post was first published (with hyperlinks)
in the CDA Institute Blog: The Forum (6
October 2015).

Long delays between the allocation of budgets for a class of warship and their actual
construction allows for high inflation rates
to halve these budgets. This has already
happened with the Joint Support Ship (JSS)

for 2019 and 2020. Instead of three of these
vessels, now only two Queenston-class
ships are promised. The negative effects of
inflation resulting from years of delays have
sunk one of our replenishment vessels on
the drawing board.

A good portion of our future navy has been

and the Arctic Offshore Patrol Ship (AOPS)

sunk on the drawing board by inflation.

procurements. It is now happening with

The AOPS was announced in 2007. $3.1

the Canadian Surface Combatant (CSC)

billion was budgeted to build six to eight

Project.

ships with deliveries starting in 2013.

Inflation is an economic term that encompasses all the variables that lead to a
general price increase in a good or service.

The time invested in designing the JSS to

In the case of warships, inflation includes

be a highly capable platform backfired. $2.9

everything from technical issues related to

billion was budgeted in 2006 to build three

the design of the ships to increases in the

replenishment vessels by 2012. Internal

wages of the shipyard workers who build

pressure for a very ambitious ship led to

the ships. The longer a budget takes to be

sealift and command-and-control ashore

spent, the less that budget can buy.

capabilities being added to the original

Military inflation rates have a voracious appetite and can eat through capital budgets
far faster than their civilian counterparts.
American warships have historically
inflated at an annual rate of 9 to 11 percent.
The National Shipbuilding Procurement
Strategy (NSPS), modeled on American
shipbuilding practices, could suffer from
even higher inflation rates as we are dealing
with the additional time and costs of resurrecting a shipbuilding industry and we do
not enjoy the same economies of scale as

CDA/CDA Institute

refueling and resupplies tasks of the proposed vessels. Three “big honking ships,”
to borrow the term introduced by General
Rick Hillier, with those capabilities could
not be delivered within budget and the government rejected bids in 2008. The NSPS
effectively pushed things back until 2011, at
which time the procurement resumed. In
2013 the “off the shelf ” German designed
Berlin-class, capable of refueling and
resupplying but not sealift and command-
and-control, was selected as Canada’s next

Based on the Norwegian Svalbard-class,
much time and money was invested in
attempting to increase the capabilities of
the design, though it appears these efforts
have largely failed. Time spent on this and
the development of the NPSP pushed the
AOPS delivery date back to 2018. As with
the JSS, the years of delay allowed inflation
to hollow out the AOPS budget. A report
issued late 2014 by the Parliamentary
Budget Officer (PBO) found that the AOPS
budget could only afford four vessels at that
point. In response, the government added
an additional $400 million to the project
and revised their official number of ships
delivered down to five or six, though these
numbers remain optimistic. Inflation has
sunk nearly half the proposed AOPS.
$26.2 billion is budgeted to build up to 15
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problems of the Royal
Canadian Air Force’s
recapitalization due to
inflation. However, in
the case of the CSC,
speed is not an option
due its place in the
NSPS shipbuilding
queue.
The other way to
address inflation is
to simply buy back
time by increasing
capital budgets. The
Trudeau-era’s Defence
Structural Review did
this, increasing the
military’s capital bud-

An artist’s impression of the Harry DeWolf-class Arctic Offshore Patrol Ship. (Image courtesy of the Royal Canadian Navy.)

CSCs, at best a one-for-one warship re-

must stay aware of the negative effects of

capitalization program to replace the Royal

inflation in our military procurements.

Canadian Navy’s destroyers and frigate

Delays come with significant costs. In the

fleet. Given that the AOPS was placed first

cases of the JSS and AOPS, the costs are

in the NSPS construction queue, the first

fewer and less capable ships.

CSC will not be delivered for another 10
years with the rest following over a 20–30
year period. This affords inflation plenty
of time and opportunity to do its worst. A
2013 PBO report and recent news reports
draw attention to this fact, with inflation
placing nearly half the future CSC fleet in
jeopardy. The financial situation is so grim
that, as a cost saving measure, there has
even been a proposal to start cannibalizing
systems from our current fleet with which
to outfit our future fleet.
The thrust of this short piece is that we
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gets which led to the
purchases of the CF-18s
and the Halifax-class frigates in the 1980s.
This has historically been something that
Canada has been adverse to do but times
could be changing. As noted above, the

How can inflation be addressed, aside from

AOPS budget was increased late last year by

cutting numbers or capabilities to stay

$400 million despite constraints on across

within eroded budgets? The best way is

the board federal spending. Additional

speed, something to keep in mind regard-

monies will preserve not just CSC num-

ing the CF-18 Replacement Project and

bers, but their capabilities as well. n

proposals by the Opposition parties to
restart an open bidding process. Would any
benefits that could result from pressing the
reset button on that procurement program
again outweigh the high costs of additional
time and inflation? Similarly, robbing the

Ryan Dean is the winner of the 2015
Canadian Naval Memorial Trust Essay
Competition and is a PhD candidate in the
Department of Political Science, University
of Calgary.

CF-18 Replacement Project to pay for
the CSC Project would only magnify the
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PROSPECTS AND PITFALLS FOR NATIONAL
DEFENCE: TUR NING THE LIBER AL PARTY
ELECTION PLATFOR M INTO POLICY
SELECTED FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Research Fellow Chuck Da-

governments. Consequently, maintain-

Issues include a funding envelope that is

vies examines some of the challenges facing

ing reasonable stability in defence policy

predetermined (and unchanged from the

the new Liberal government in turning its

through successive administrations is very

previous government’s plan) alongside

election platform on defence into govern-

much in the nation’s interest.

promises of substantive improvements

ment policy. This piece was first published
(with hyperlinks) on the CDA Institute’s
Blog: The Forum (22 October 2015).

How a government uses Canada’s military
capabilities is not a question of defence
policy but rather foreign or national secu-

The Liberal Party election platform outlines

rity policy. It is not evident from the Liberal

a number of policy intents that will clearly

platform that its framers fully understand

shape the new government’s approach over

the differences between them, given the de-

the coming four years. In the section called

gree of intermixing of commitments across

“Renewing Canada’s Place in the World and

all three policy areas. This illuminates the

Strengthening our Security,” the Liberal

new government’s first challenge: avoiding

platform contains a mix of defence policy,

policy incoherence, or even contradiction,

foreign policy, and, to a lesser degree,

that may hinder its ability to act confidently

national security policy promises. It’s an

and competently on the international stage,

eclectic offering spanning what are actually

or to establish durable national policy direc-

three very different policy areas that require

tions.

different approaches to formulating a way
ahead.

Defence Policy
Defence policy has a long-term horizon and
defines what defence capabilities the nation
intends to acquire, maintain, or divest, and
aligns these ends with the necessary ways
and means. Decisions taken by past governments have already largely delimited the
military options of the new Liberal government, and its decisions will in turn define
the military options available to future
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The most obvious example is the commitment to undertake “an open and transparent review process of existing defence
capabilities, with the goal of delivering a
more effective, better-equipped military.”
While a very laudable and welcome commitment to strategic defence policy renewal,
it is unfortunately undermined by other
commitments that effectively set arbitrary
boundaries, which could make it much less
“open and transparent” and may render it
un-strategic.

to the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF).
These are to be achieved by freeing up
resources through, among other measures,
efficiency improvements inside the Department of National Defence and exiting the
F-35 program. However, the chances that
adequate financial flexibility can be created
in this way are very low. Expectations for
substantial savings from an alternative
fighter platform are unrealistic, as noted
by Richard Shimooka and Jeff Collins – a
conclusion supported by Auditor General
and Parliamentary Budget Office reviews. It
is unfortunate that the Liberal Party did not
apply the same costing discipline underpinning these studies when developing its cost-
savings estimate.
Similarly, as I have previously shown, digging measurable savings from the defence
budget through internal transformation is
a difficult, long-term, dollar-by-dollar process. It won’t generate large sums quickly.
Savings can be extracted by the more usual
expedient of fiat, but only at the cost of further eroding the ability of National Defence
to do its job of generating and sustaining
military forces.
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(Image courtesy of AFP Photo/Nicholas Kamm.)

A viable answer to the funding-capability

would involve examining and reforming the

to use the CAF to support and enable a

gap does not lie in picking a different fighter

Government of Canada’s business model for

wider range of UN-sponsored and regional

aircraft or lopping perceived “tail” off

managing defence capabilities over their full

“peace operations.” The avoidance in the

National Defence. It can only be found in a

life cycles, including the procurement func-

document of the use of the traditionally

combination of: (a) improving the efficiency

tion, and making tough decisions about

beloved term “peacekeeping” is perhaps an

with which the government translates

how much capability the nation needs and

encouraging sign that the Party does under-

“bucks” into “bang” and (b) bringing the

how much it can afford to maintain.

stand the new security demands of the 21st

government’s appetite for maintaining CAF
capabilities into line with the level of stable
funding it is prepared to commit.
To the Party’s credit, the Liberal platform
does recognize the need to make strategic
changes in both areas by committing to
a defence policy review and improving
defence procurement, but it pins too much
hope on quickly finding economies within
the existing defence budget to resource new
investments. A more realistic approach
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Use of Defence Capabilities in
Support of Foreign and National
Security Policy
In terms of foreign and national security
policy, the Liberals aim to reduce the emphasis on using military forces to directly
confront threats to Canadian interests
abroad, as evidenced by the intent to withdraw from the air campaign against ISIS/
ISIL. Instead, the new government intends

Century. But the aversion to participation
in significant international peace enforcement does come with a number of risks that
will likely take some time to recognize and
understand.
The platform promises commitments
of military, police, and other resources
to provide: specialist support of various
kinds; training assistance; mission planning and leadership expertise; and other
contributions to multiple missions around
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the world. Whether these activities will be

reform of the business fundamentals within

A refocus from “hard power” to “soft pow-

pursued proactively within a well-defined

the Government of Canada, which can only

er” will also need to be carefully watched

national strategy or simply decided reac-

be done within a sustained, non-partisan

over time in order to gauge whether it

tively case-by-case within a general intent

effort by Parliament and, probably, several

enhances, diminishes, or simply changes

to engage as widely as possible internation-

successive governments.

Canada’s ability to influence global events.

ally remains to be seen. Also uncertain is
how this may colour the planned defence
policy review – in other words, whether the
expeditionary capabilities of the CAF will
start to be scaled back, perhaps reducing
the military options available to future
governments.

Conclusion
The Liberal Party platform is, naturally,
a political document aimed at marketing
the Party to the electorate. It is not a policy
document, so it would be unrealistic to
expect it to present a clear, well-defined,

Managing the Business of Defence

strategic framework on these key issues.

The platform also makes a few references

the new government is likely to proceed,

to more effectively managing the resources

and suggests where it may run into some

allocated to National Defence, and these

of the same pitfalls its predecessors have

have a familiar ring. It seems every new

encountered.

government comes into office believing its
predecessors have mismanaged the business. Unfortunately, the document reveals
no better understanding of the root causes
of the problems or how to make substantive
improvements. The Conservative government made the first serious attempt at reform in over four decades with its Defence
Procurement Strategy. But, as observers
have noted, it avoided tackling any of the
fundamentals.

Nevertheless, it does tell us a lot about how

The platform presumes what are likely
unrealistic prospects for quickly finding
substantive savings from defence transformation and exiting the F-35 program. The
government will soon run into this reality,
and its response promises to reveal a great
deal. If it simply extracts savings from other
areas of National Defence by fiat, it will be
following the traditional practices of most
previous governments and Canada’s defence
capabilities will continue their steady, slow,

The Liberal commitment to “ensure that

largely hidden erosion. If they face the

equipment is acquired faster” and to have

realities and launch a serious defence policy

“vigorous Parliamentary oversight” needs a

review that results in a more sustainable

much more concrete action plan if mea-

alignment between defence funding and

surable improvements are to be made in

CAF defence capabilities, they will place the

defence capability and resource manage-

nation on a much improved footing for the

ment. Real change will require serious

future.
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The impact on the CAF will also need to be
observed. Mounting and sustaining a larger
range of very diverse but smaller non-combat missions could be either good or bad,
or perhaps both or neither, from the point
of view of preserving the core capabilities of
the nation’s force of last resort.
Finally, the commitment to be better than
the Conservatives at managing defence procurement and the wider defence business
are unlikely to be realized without a major
renewal of key parts of the basic machinery
of government. There are no indications
that the new Liberal government understands this fact any better than its predecessors. Also, any such renewal is unlikely to
be implemented within the mandate of any
one government, leaving little incentive to
undertake it. Perhaps the best that can be
hoped for is that new government starts to
set the conditions for Parliament to finally
work on the problem. n
Colonel Charles Davies (Ret’d) is a CDA
Institute Research Fellow and a former
Logistics officer who served for four years as
the strategic planning director for the Material Group of the Department of National
Defence and three years as the senior director
responsible for material acquisition and support policy in the department.
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CDA INSTITUTE BLOG: THE FORUM
Competition vs Sole Sourcing the F-35

Analyzing China’s Rise in International

come remarks by Ferry de Kerckhove here

By Alan Williams and Richard Shimooka

Relations Theory: Power Transition

on our Blog: The Forum. The full summary,

Theory – Part 2

written by Analyst Ariel Shapiro, is avail-

By Adam MacDonald

able as a CDA Institute Analysis. READ

On 25 September 2015, CDA Institute
Research Fellow Richard Shimooka wrote
an op-ed in the National Post (republished
on the Institute’s Blog: The Forum) that
criticized the Liberal Party campaign
promise to cut our involvement in the F-35
program. This led to a response by Alan
Williams in Defence Watch and a follow-
on rejoinder by Shimooka. (Reposted with
permission.) READ MORE
Russia, Syria, Ukraine – and the Rest of
the World
By David Law
Putin’s objectives in Syria have as much or
more to do with Russian concerns about
developments in the former Soviet Union
as with the situation in and around Syria.
But the overall thrust of his Syrian campaign can have an impact well beyond that.
READ MORE
NORDEFCO Cooperation and the Russian Threat
By Michael Lambert
Military cooperation between Northern
European countries has been difficult to
implement, especially because of diverging
interests among countries bordering the
Baltic Sea. READ MORE
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Despite broad agreement that system alteration is ongoing, due not least to the erosion of unrivaled and largely unchallenged
American power and influence, what new
configuration will emerge is uncertain and

MORE
Analyzing China’s Rise in International
Relations Theory: Neo-Realism – Part 1
By Adam MacDonald

hotly contested in the field of International

Since its inception Neo-Realism has been

Relations (IR) theory. China’s ascendance is

the preeminent theory in IR studies, with

seen as a major factor of and force shaping

much of the discipline largely configured

this transformation... READ MORE

either in support or opposition to its
theoretical projections and applications.

Canada, China, and the Trans-Pacific

Its founder Kenneth Waltz constructed the

Partnership

theory to identify the unchanging casual

By Ken Hansen

factor accounting for the regularity of war

With the announcement of an agreement
on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) the
previous Monday in Atlanta, ten years of
negotiations between twelve Pacific Rim
Countries came to fruition. Described as
“a major component of President Obama’s
‘pivot’ to the Pacific,” China is not a signatory to the deal. READ MORE

and conflict within international politics.
READ MORE
The Chief of the Defence Staff, the National Security Advisor, and the defence
of Canada and Canadians
By Adam Chapnick
Few Canadians, and even fewer who read
this blog, are likely to argue with the idea

CDA Institute Analysis – “Workshop –

that security is a government’s primary re-

Climate Change, Security, and Defence“

sponsibility. Indeed, when Prime Minister

By CDA Institute

Stephen Harper said just as much in the

The CDA Institute organized a special
Workshop on “Climate Change, Security,
and Defence” in Ottawa on 16 September
2015. We are pleased to present the wel-

aftermath of the October 2014 shooting on
Parliament Hill, the political elite and the
Canadian public were all but unanimous in
their support. READ MORE
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‘Indo-Asia Pacific’ Explained: An Assess-

protecting their populations from genocide,

CDA Institute Analysis – “Take a Long

ment of US Maritime Strategy 2015

war crimes, crimes against humanity, and

Term View of National Defence“

By Captain Gurpreet S Khurana

ethnic cleansing. READ MORE

By Chuck Davies

“They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?” Putting

With the current election campaign in full

an end to America’s failed Syrian policy

vigour, CDA Institute Research Fellow

By Chris Kilford

Charles Davies offers advice to Canada’s

In March 2015, the United States published
a new maritime strategy document titled
‘A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century
Seapower’ (Strategy-2015). It supersedes
the one of the same title published eight

Testifying before the Senate Armed Ser-

years ago in October 2007 (Strategy-2007).

vices Committee last week, former CIA Di-

(Reposted with permission from CIMSEC.)

rector and retired four-star general David

READ MORE

Petraeus described Syria as a “geopolitical
Chernobyl” of extremism. Of course, he

O Canada: Who Stands on Guard for

conveniently failed to mention the role

Thee?

Washington had and continues to play in

By Paul Chapin et al.

making it this way. READ MORE

An open letter to political leaders was
published on the TheVimyReport.com, authored by Paul H. Chapin, Executive Editor

The F-35 is still our best bet
By Richard Shimooka

of TheVimyReport.com, J.L. Granatstein,

Over the past week, Canadians have been

Distinguished Research Professor Emeri-

bombarded by claims about the cost and

tus at York University, Brigadier-General

suitability of the F-35 aircraft and its vari-

Don Macnamara (Ret’d), Board Member

ous competitors. If the public is to make

of the CDA Institute, and the Honourable

a decision, they deserve accurate, factual

Hugh Segal, Chair of NATO Association

information to base it on. (Reposted with

of Canada. (Reposted with permission from

author’s permission.) READ MORE

TheVimyReport.com.) READ MORE
Let’s Talk Defence: Shifting the discussion

political parties on how they should
approach defence issues in their party
platforms and election commitments. The
following is an excerpt of the latest CDA
Institute Analysis. READ MORE
Should we care about Soviet weapons in
Transnistria?
By Michael Lambert
Recent Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris have
highlighted the European Union’s porous
borders. The presence of AK-47s purchased
in Belgium, the original source of which
is still uncertain, suggests the trafficking
of small arms concerns all Schengen area
members. READ MORE
Naval Logistics, the “Mediterranean Corridor,” and the Pivot to the Pacific
By Alex Calvo and Pol Molas

R2P and the Responsibility to Receive

on defence in Canada

By David Law

By Rob Burroughs

In 2005, a UN World Summit that brought

As we wait for the Munk Debate on

just combat forces (US Army, US Air Force,

together governmental leaders from around

Canada’s Foreign Policy, featuring Stephen

US Navy and US Marine Corps) moving,

the world agreed on a statement that broke

Harper, Justin Trudeau, and Thomas Mul-

but also the Military Sealift Command...

new ground in the obligations of states and

cair, it is a good time to talk about defence.

(Reposted with permission from CIMSEC.)

inter-state relations. As theretofore, states

READ MORE

READ MORE

One of the aspects not often discussed of
the US “Pivot to the Pacific” is that it is not

were to have the primary responsibility for
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Leaving Haiti: The end of South American

and protects the interests of the elite class,

(SCO) undertook a major precedent-set-

regional peacekeeping?

while the army remains committed in safe-

ting alteration to the institution’s makeup

By Pablo Scuticchio

guarding the state from internal and exter-

at the most recent annual summit in Ufa,

nal threats, even at the cost of democratic

Russia this past July. Pakistan and India

values and civil liberties. READ MORE

were accepted as full members, the first

For most of the last quarter century, Haiti
has hosted an almost non-interrupting

new members in the organization’s history.

cycle of international peace and stability

The F-35 Procurement: Lessons on clarity

operations. The United Nations Stabiliza-

and messaging from the Starfighter

tion Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) is

By Mathew Preston

READ MORE
Scan of Defence Industrial Policies, Capabilities, and Procurement

its latest incarnation. But, unlike previous instances, this time South American

To decry a lack of substance in stump

countries have contributed with most of the

speeches during the tightest and least

men and woman on the ground – almost

certain campaign in recent memory is very

Canada’s defence industrial policy frame-

75 percent. READ MORE

likely just spitting in the wind. While there’s

work has plenty of lessons that can be

a lot of election campaigning still left, it is

learnt from its partners and allies in

Canada’s Naval Fuel Crisis

unlikely that defence issues will become a

defence procurement. Although purchases

By Ken Hansen

major factor in the minds of voters. READ

such as defence procurement projects are

MORE

few and far between, there are still areas in

The loss of at-sea replenishment capability

By Jonathan Holder

which Canada can transition to a more pro-

has dropped the Royal Canadian Navy’s

Why India should be worried about Al

active and efficient manner in meeting its

(RCN) standing from a blue-water, global

Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent

defence capability needs. READ MORE

force projection navy to an offshore territo-

By Bapineedu Bikkani
Trumping The Donald

rial defence organization. The major fire in
HMCS Protecteur and the severe rust-out

In September 2014, Al-Qaeda leader

problems in HMCS Preserver have resulted

Ayman al-Zawahir released a video declar-

in the decommissioning of both ships and

ing the formation of another branch of the

Think what you may of Donald Trump –

a logistical crisis that requires corrective

group, commonly referred to as Al Qaeda

buffoon, demagogue, or political neophyte

action. READ MORE

in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS), to be

– he has touched some important nerves

led by veteran Indian-born Al Qaeda pro-

in the American body politic. As a billion-

pagandist, Asim Umar. READ MORE

aire, he is independent of big interests’ big

Pakistan’s Civil-Military Tensions: Hybrid
Governance through a Soft Coup

By David Law

money that seeks to capture the agenda of
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization:

the Republican candidates on their way to

Strengthening or compromising regional

the nomination and in the process hijack

Having alternately ruled the country for

relations?

the political debate as it moves beyond

the past 68 years, Pakistan’s civil-military

By Adam MacDonald

the primaries to the presidential contest.

By Adnan Qaiser

relations remain fissured. Politicians try to
preserve the constitution, which promotes
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IN THE NEWS
CDA Institute Executive Director Tony Bat-

international relations policy under Premier

National Post that the sole-sourced F-35 is still the

tista, alongside Chuck Davies and David

Philippe Couillard.

best option for Canada. He further elaborated his

McDonough were quoted in a news article lamenting the general lack of discussion of essential
defence-related issues during the recent federal

George Petrolekas noted in the Globe and Mail
how international issues will define the new

position in response to a critique in the Ottawa
Citizen.

Prime Minister’s first three months in office.

Colin Robertson wrote numerous articles about

He also commented on the challenges facing

key issues such as why Canada should increase its

Ferry de Kerckhove, Executive Vice-President of

American policy in Syria and Canada’s bombing

support for peacekeeping and how Canada can

the CDA Institute, was interviewed on Mon-

campaign in Iraq/Syria. He was also quoted in

increase its engagement on the world stage.

treal’s 98,5 FM radio about the speeches given

the Globe and Mail on the Liberal Party’s defence

by President Obama and President Putin at

platform and was interviewed on The West Block

the United Nations. He also wrote an article in

about Russian involvement in Syria.

election.

La Presse about how best to help imprisoned
journalist Mohamad Fahmy and commented in
the Globe and Mail about the changes to Quebec’s

Brigadier-General Don Macnamara (Ret’d)
was one of four co-authors of an open letter in
The Vimy Report addressed to the next govern-

On the subject of the Canadian fighter jet

ment with recommendations on how to further

procurement, Richard Shimooka argued in the

Canada’s defence and security interest.

MEDIA ROUNDUP
Work has begun on Arctic Offshore Patrol

More than 65 Companies attend Seaspan’s

GE Aviation test facility planning $26-M ex-

Ships-first ship to be operational in four

industry day on the Joint Support Ship (Ot-

pansion (Winnipeg Free Press): GE will invest

years (Ottawa Citizen): Work has begun

tawa Citizen): Over 100 individuals represent-

approximately $26 million into its jet engine

in Halifax on the construction of the Arctic

ing approximately 65 firms attended the Seaspan

testing facility in Winnipeg. The Winnipeg

Offshore Patrol Ships. The first ship will be

Shipyards’ Atlantic Canada Industry Day in

centre is the sole cold weather test centre for GE

delivered in 2018, and will be fully opera-

Halifax. Individuals received an update on the

and operates in conjunction with the Winnipeg-

tional by 2019.

progress of the National Shipbuilding Procure-

based company, StandardAero.

Canada to supply systems for U.S satellites to
improve search and rescue (Ottawa Citizen):

ment Strategy and Seaspans’ work on the Joint
Support Ships.

Canada’s biggest-ever military procurement
at ‘very high risk’, documents suggest (CTV

A memorandum of understanding has been

Firms win contracts on Arctic Offshore Patrol

News): According to documents obtained by

signed giving Canada the ability to install its

Ships (Ottawa Citizen): L3-MAPPS has been

CTV News, the Conservative government’s plan

search and rescue repeaters on American GPS

awarded a subcontract from Irving Shipbuilding

to overhaul the Royal Canadian Navy with the

3 satellites as part of the Medium Earth Orbit

Inc. to supply Integrated Platform Management

new frigates and destroyers may be in trouble.

Search and Rescue satellite project. The first

Systems for the Royal Canadian Navy’s new

This $26 billion dollar procurement is the core

system will be integrated by 2017 at the earliest.

Arctic Offshore Patrol ships.

of the government’s National Shipbuilding
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Procurement Strategy.

flotte canadienne dans l’exercice. Il s’agit cependant de la troisième panne mécanique que le
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Navy looking to save money on futuristic
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warship fleet by stripping parts off decades-old
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vessels (National Post): In an effort to mitigate

Asterix to be outfitted with HMCS Pro-

151 Slater Street, Suite 412A

the cost of the Canadian Surface Combatant, the

tecteur’s replenishment at sea system (Ottawa

future backbone of the Royal Canadian Navy,

Citizen): The commercial ship purchased for

Canada is considering stripping equipment from

Project Resolve has reached Canada, and will

older destroyers and frigates.

be refurbished into a refueling/resupply ves-
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Le Canada a exploré la possibilité d’intégrer
« pleinement » ses forces avec les États-Unis

NCSM Athabaskan a subi cette année.

sel. However, the final purchase proposal still
requires Treasury Board approval.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR /

(45eNord) : Selon des informations dévoilées par

La Montréalaise CAE remporte des contrats

DIRECTEUR-GÉNÉRAL

CBC, un plan d’intégrer les Forces armées ca-

de défense d’une valeur de plus de 100 mil-

Tony Battista

nadiennes avec les Forces américaines aurait été

lions $ (45eNord) : L’entreprise canadienne a

discuté entre le chef d’état-major de la Défense de

signé des contrats avec plusieurs pays, dont les

l’époque, le général Tom Lawson et le chef d’état-

forces aériennes américaines et allemandes. Ses

major américain, le général Martin Dempsey.

services de simulation aéronautique du Boeing

Ce document explore le plan de créer une force

KC-135, un avion de ravitaillement, sont en

militaire binationale sous l’initiative CANUS FI

grande demande.
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(forces intégrées Canada-États-Unis).

Boeing hopes to sell 150 new Chinooks to

CAE take over the NATO Flying Training in

international customers (Ottawa Citizen):

All logos and trademarks used are the

Canada program-Bombardier deal closed (Ot-

Boeing is searching for international custom-

property of their respective hold-

tawa Citizen): CAE has acquired Bombardier’s

ers to purchase approximately 150 Chinook

Military Aviation Training business for $19.8

helicopters. They hope to keep the Chinook

million. With this acquisition, CAE is now the

production line in operation until 2030.

ers. Use in this publication is under
non-commercial and normative fair
use provisions of applicable Canadian
law.
Tous les logos et les marques de
commerce utilisés sont la propriété de leurs détenteurs respectifs.
L’utilisation qui en est faite dans cette
publication l’est en vertu des dispositions de la loi canadienne applicable
sur l’utilisation équitable non commerciale et nominative.
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primary contractor for the NATO Flying Training in Canada program which trains qualified
pilots for a variety of defence customers.

Canada’s navy isn’t interested in a deal for
second commercial fuel tanker to supply
warships (Ottawa Citizen): Despite the arrival

Le NCSM Athabaskan immobilisé pour

of the Asterix, a commercial ship currently in

réparation après la perte d’un de ses moteurs

the process of being converted into a supply

(45eNord) : En route vers l’Europe pour parti-

ship, it appears the Royal Canadian Navy is not

ciper à l’exercice Trident Juncture de l’OTAN, le

interested in purchasing another commercial

destroyer canadien NCSM Athabaskan a subi

vessel.

une panne de moteur. Les réparations sont déjà
envisagés pour que le navire puisse rejoindre la
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